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I want to congratulate the tens of thousands of private citizens everywhere who are working hard to get drunk drivers off America's local streets and highways.

Such grassroots efforts serve to reinforce the work going on at the Federal level. One of these, a National Initiative on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, was launched last November by Dr. Otis R. Bowen, Secretary of Health and Human Services.

I was present when Secretary Bowen announced that Department-wide Initiative and I totally support it.

We know that drunk driving is the direct cause of far too many tragedies in our homes and neighborhoods. I personally have had friends whose children were killed in random drunk-driving accidents. And, indeed, in one terrible instance, an entire family of friends was wiped out by a single drunk driver.
THAT'S WHY, FOR THE PAST SEVERAL MONTHS, I HAVE BEEN LAYING PLANS FOR AN INITIATIVE THAT MY OFFICE MIGHT APPROPRIATELY TAKE TO SUPPORT EFFORTS BY CITIZENS' GROUPS TO BAN DRUNK DRIVERS FROM THE HIGHWAY.

BEGINNING IN MID-JUNE, I HOPE TO HAVE A PROFESSIONAL STAFF PERSON WORKING FULL-TIME ON SUCH AN INITIATIVE, SO THAT WE MIGHT HAVE SOMETHING IN HAND LATER THIS YEAR. WHATEVER SHAPE IT FINALLY TAKES, I WANT IT GOOD ENOUGH TO BE ON THE SURGEON GENERAL'S YEAR-ROUND AGENDA ... REGARDLESS OF WHO THE SURGEON GENERAL IS.

BUT I THINK WE MUST BE CLEAR ON ONE MAJOR POINT: WHEN THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, ACTING AT THE COMMUNITY AND STATE LEVELS, DECIDE THEY WANT TO GET DRUNK DRIVERS OFF OUR ROADS ... THAT'S WHEN IT WILL HAPPEN.

I HAVE NO DOUBT WHATSOEVER THAT LOCAL AND STATE LAW ENFORCEMENT, CRIMINAL JUSTICE, AND PUBLIC HEALTH PERSONNEL WILL GET THE JOB DONE -- ONCE THE PUBLIC TELLS THEM UNEQUIVOCALLY TO DO IT.
Our citizens know they have a problem. Now they must show the will to solve it. This event today is certainly strong evidence that Americans are developing the will to fight back against drunk drivers --and win.

Thank you.
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